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Yahweh leads the whole plan:
See it. Will there need to be many messages that state what power surgings will begin to pour out?
Tell Me, what is going on with My Church way? Are there real revivals, healings, and Kingdom
purpose? Within certain outlets, there will be a remnant. Think of what the Kingdom culture should
be. Think about it. And do not gauge power with a laying on of hands. How is My power viewed
within churches? They say a word of knowledge and label it a prophetic word. Is he a prophet? I
want you to know that We will not have you defend Me.
I will leave you with My power that will take over all influences. See it; this is the governing of a
world-level detail. This is what is needed to bring a new way through Kingdom order. This is what
is needed to build healing rooms all over the earth. You need My real power to turn the earth into
a prepared dealing. Will laying out a few people bring Kingdom order? Will there be a real way to
bring in a great soul harvest if real sign gifts are withheld? Sign gifts are unrefuted even with a
doctor’s note; I can go forward. I do not need doctor’s notes to push real seeing ways. I have so
much power; I would slay just with a light breath on the human.
This is great power: You could look at a person with many demons, and the demons will shriek
within that person. You can walk by a person, and when their body comes near Yahweh’s great
power, the plan of healing takes over, pushing the foreign entity from the body. You will see
diseases expelled, thrown to the surface of the floor where the clay person stands. These are sign
gifts—the expelling of various demons with a joining to a sickness. I will heal and deliver. Have
you seen it done in your life? Not one current faith healer has pushed out sickness with a demon
and gave a proof with it laying on the ground. It is words and cliches.
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When we begin, this work will be gentle. You will not have a dangerous way within your mantle.
The first three years will be a close way with the people. And then you will be under even greater
restrictions to keep My surging in safe ways. What does it remind you of? The tabernacle. We will
deal with an extremely heavy power surging. This surging is already making your natural way turn
into the way of presentation. The surging will slay irreverent ways. The surging will raise the
buried dead. Real Kingdom culture and you must not take it lightly. The culture is the way you
live.
And there will come a day where you cannot go to a mall or go into stores without a security team.
Imagine if there would be a way to have you go clothes shopping with a power surging that has
demons yell out of their host. How can you go out under your own plan, hoping no one comes
near? What if a person posts a picture of where you are, and there is already a knowledge that you
carry a heavy power way? Will there be a hidden way? Can you hide from the begging crowds?
No one can gauge power three times greater than any prophet of old.
What will be your land in this way? Leesburg, Virginia, is still a perfect way to house our plan of
a movie outlet—a great studio to put our work in order. And having three outlets in the three main
counties in South Florida will give a plan to govern the exits and entryways from the south. Having
a Las Vegas home for street ministry will be private. Alaska is a great Missions outlet. Washington,
D.C. is needed to steer. Would sitting in the car trunk drive the car? You must stay near the power
outlets and steer from major hubs. I also have My eye on Paris, France, and Abidjan. I have My
eyes on Eleuthera. See it; I will have a major movie house taking over Las Angeles.
See it; this is just a small taste. You will do well. But there will be great rejection. Don’t faint; no
striving will lead. I will take care of your way. My power is turning your way, and there is no
stopping it, the power surging way.
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